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0. Introduction 
This is the first of two papers which will explore analogues iCl the 
category of “compactly generated” groups of free topological groups 
and free products of topological groups, considered as constructions in 
the category of all topological groups. In particular, this pnp~ contains 
an existence th;eorem for free k-groups and a new existence theorem for 
free topological groups which is rather more constructive than previous 
p:oofs, i.md r:mploys the theory of k-spaces (hence, compactness argti- 
ments) rather than the norms [ 71, pseudometrics [ 33, unitat-y groups [41/ 
or other machinery previously used. 
The free topological group on a completely regular Gusdorff space JC 
was introduced by Markov [7] and has since been studied fairly exten- 
sively. More recently Nummela [ 111 has worked with the corresponding 
construction for “compactly generated” groups; the free k-group on $ 
weak Hausdorff k-space. In sketching an existence proof for a free 
Nummelo observed that one can define the free topology directly, 
than show its existence as the finest member of a class one member of 
which is constructed by the use of such techniqueis as c&d above. 
Our major obj%ect in this paper is to carry out the construction 
cated by Nummela [ 1 O] and [ 111 with enough care to enable us to 
clarify the difference between the topological c 
ated’” case. By constructing in general the free 
dorff k-space, we obtain also the free topol 
Hausdorff space and thus the existence of 
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contain the main results. Section. 5 contains further description of the 
topologies introduced earlier, which will be important in thi- sequel. 
sequel will consider free products of k-groups, relations bAween free 
products and free groups, and relations between the category of topo 
logical groups and the category of kgroups. Section 6 contains details 
of a proof. 
The au&Jr wishes to thank S.A. Morris for numerous helpful discus- 
sions and E.G. Nummela for detazed and helpful correspondence. This 
research was done while the author was a guest at the Uraiversity of 
New South Wales, partially supported by a Fulbright-Hays grant. 
efinitior2s awl prefiiminaries 
e will be relying heavily on machinery due to Steenrod [ 14]- 
Mc&rd 181, and Nummela [ 10, ii j, but find it useful to vary terminol- 
ogy somewhat. In particular, we admit compact spaces which are not 
Hausdorff, and thus cannot con&de t1ia-t every compact space Is a 
k-space (compare [ IS]). In view of the delicacy of our arguments (many 
of which take place in spaces with no separation property) we state our 
definitions and preliminary lemmas in some detail. 
The letter X will always denote a topologicl;ll space. X is T, if one- 
point subsets are closed and T2 @%zus&~~$~) if any two distinct points 
have disjoint neighborhoods. X is c~mpllact if every open cover has a 
fiiite subcover. The letter C will always denote a compact Hausdorff 
space. X is t, (weak Hausdorfj”) if for every C and every contiruous 
map # : C + X, @(CT) is closed in X. In particular, a compact Hausdorff 
subset of a t2 space is closed. 
The set of integers, in the finite-complement topology [ 13, p, 493 is 
T, but not tz. The one-point compactifi.cation of the rationals [ 13, p, 631 
is t2 but not T2 (for more examples, with an indication of proof, see 
[ 11, Example 11). - 
. (a) A contirzteous image of a compact space is compact. 
(b) A closed subset of a compact space is compact. 
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oof. (a) - (e) are routine. (f) is 2.1 f [ 81. (g) follows from (If) 
U C2 is a continuous image 0 he union of disjoint ctlpies of 
set A of X is called compactly closed in X if for every C and 
every continuous f : C + X, 9-l (A) is closed in C kX is the space with 
the same points as X, and A closed in kX if and only if A is compactly 
closed in X. X is a k-space if X = kX (i.e., if they have the same topology). 
If f : X + Y is a continuous onto map of topological spaces uch that 
A c Y and f-l(A) closed in X implies A is closed in Y then pis a quotient 
map and Y is a quotient of X. 
The reader should be warned that olur definitions of compactly dosed 
and olc k-space cagree with [8] but disagree with some earlier definitions, 
notably [ 141. Looseiy, [ 141 considers a set compactly closed if it has 
closed intersection with each comi>act Hausdorff subset of X. ‘We shall 
see in Lemma 21(h) that this coincides with our definition if X is t,. If 
X fails to be t,, however, the definitions differ. For example, by our 
definition, the set of integers, wit-h the finite-complement topology, is 
a k-space; it fails to be a k-space in some other definitions. 
Lenuna 1.2. (a) [f A is closed in X, A is compactly closed in X. 
(b) TB’ze topology of kX is at least as Jfine as that of X. 
(c) k(M) = kx. 
(d) A I:Zosed s&space of a k-space is a k-space. 
(e) A .quotiem t of a k-spalle is a k-spa’ce, 
(f) Z’f Jp : X + Y is a continuous map of topr-,logicaZ spaces, f : kX =+ kY 
is coE tinuous. 
(8) A compact2 Hausdorff space is a k-space. 
(h) A subset of a t2-space X is c:ompactly closed if and on& if its In 
section with every compact Hausdorfjf subset D of X is closevb~f (since X 
is t,, D is closed ln X aind the intersection is closed in D n X if and only 
if it is closed in .X). 
(i) If c : A + X is a closed inclusion (A is a closed s&set of 
logical splrce X), then c : kA + kX is a L:losed inclusion. 
are routine or in [8]; we illustrate with (i). Let dl : A + 
closed inclusion. As c(A) is closed in X, it is closed in kX;~ +z : 
continuous by (0. l?Jow suppose B is closed in kA, hence 
in A ; we must show it is closed in kX. 
tp : C n $rl (A) + A is continuous on 
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C r\ @(A ), so @(B) is dosed in C n #-$4) and hence in C Thus B 
is compactly dosed in X and closed in kX, as desired. R
If X and Y are topological spaces, X X t Y denotes the ordinary prod- 
uct of topological spars. ]If X ;ind Y are k-spaces, X Xk Y denotes 
k(Xx,Y).IfXx,Y=‘XxkY, wewriteXX Y IfCisan(abstract) 
group,p:GX G+Gisthema given by p(g, h) = &-I. If G is a group 
and a topological space, G is a topological group if p : 6 X, G -4 G is 
COBltiUOUS. If G iS a @OUp and & k-SpaCX, it is a k-gr.oup if p : G xk G -+ G 
is c0nttiarous, 
1.3. (a’) The projections 7~ :XXk’Y~Xandrz:XXkY-pYare 
continuous, fop X and Y k+paces,. 
(b) If X and Y are compact Hausdorffi X xk Y = X X, K 
(c) If X and Y are k-spaces andf : X + X’, g : 1 -* V” are quotient 
(onto) ??wps, f x g : x xk Y+ x’ xk Y’ is a quotient ape 
(d) If X is a k-space, X is t, if and only if the diagonal is closed in 
Xx,X. 
(e) If G & a k-group and the Meatity (e) is closed, G is t2+ 
ff’) 2f f : A -3 G, g 4 B + G we continuous mups of topological spaces 
into topologt;cal gmups, f X g : A X 8 + G given by (f X g) (a, b) = 
f(a)(g(b))-l is mwtinuous, 
(9) If f : A + G, g : B + G are cmtinuous maps of k-spaces into k- 
gmups, f X g : A Xk B + G given by (f X g) (a, b) = f(a) (g(b))‘l is con- 
tiara uo us. 
(h) If G is a topslogieal group, kG is a k-&group* 
oof. (a) and (b) are routine. (c) is stated without proof as 2.2 of &81; 
a proof is provided in Section 6 of this paper. (d”P is 2.3 of I: 81, To prove 
(e), note that p3 : G X, G -+ G is continuous, so {le) closed implies p”(e), 
the Diagonal of G Xk C~# is closed; thus G is t, by (d). (f) anr! (g) are roum 
tine, To show (h), note that since k3 : 6 X, G + GJ is continuous, 
p : k(G X 6) + kG is c~ol~tinuous. IHowever, k(G X, 6) = kG Xk kG. This 
may be shown directly (compare Proposition 2.8 of [ 11) or by appealmg 
to categorical arguments (e.g., k is an adjoint fun&or, and adjoints prey 
roducts), 0 
is the wion of an ex nce of subspaces 
only if A 17 /ipn is closed in Xn for all ne If in addition each 
ausdorfi’, * is called a k,-syace. 
. Let union of an gxpanding sequence of subspaces 
and have the we& topology. 
(a) If each Xti is closed in X, and each Xfl is a t2 k-space, then X is Q 
tZ k-space. 
(b) if each Xn is compact usdorf& then X is a Hausdorff k-space. 
(c) If X and Y are k,-spaces, X x t Y is a k,-space, add hence 
Xx,Y=Xx, 11 IfX=UX,andY= Yn are decompositions of X 
and Y as k, qwes, then X x Y = %p (Xn x Y,) is a decomposition of 
xx Y. 
(d) If Y is a topological space and f : X + Y is continuous on eac?t Xfl, 
it is continuous on X. 
(e) If each Xn Is clused in X and each Xn is T,, and # : C + X is COP 
tinuous, then #(CT) c Xn for some n. 
Proof. (a) is [8, ILli]. (b) is essentially contained in [ 3, Theorem 51: if x 
and y are in X* and Xn is normal, there are neighborhood% V,(x), &( y) 
in Xn Wh disjoint closures; an expanding union of such neighborhloods, 
as n increases, yiellds disjoint neighborhoods of x and y in X. Hence X is 
Hausdorff, the Xn are closed, and (a) applies. (c) is a well-known result 
of Milnor [9]. (d) is routine, and (e) is [ 14,9.3].0 
Finally, we must recall the definition of a free topological group. For 
simplicity we restrict ourselves to free topologic groups in the sense of 
Graev [ 3 1. If X is a completely regular Hausdorff topological space qrith 
basepoint e, FGX denotes the (unique) topological group containing X 
as a subspace and such that if f : X * @ is any continuous map o 
space X to a topological group G, with the hasepoint e E X goin 
identity e E G, there is a unique coatinuous homomorptis,m f : F’G 
extendingt The preliminaries, as in [3], are well known: to show the 
existence of FGX it suffices to find ai.ray topology on lthe 
generated by X with e as identity (hence, freely generate 
which is a Hausdaxff group topology and induces the ori 
on. the subset X; -the free topologic oup topology is 
topology. * 
The free (Graev) k-group on X, denoted h 
must be a t, k-s #acg: and FKX .b a t2 k-grou 
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and FKX merely tz appears to lie in Lemma I .3 (e); a T, topological group 
is ]Hausids:rff, but a. Ti k-group need only be t2. For fkrther discussion of 
FKX, sC?e [ 1 I]. 
Let X be a t2 k-space with basepoint 2, a’nd FX the abstract free groierp 
on the set X with e as identity. We shall describe a topology r on FX- In 
Section 4 we will see that (FX, 7) is 
(5) FKXP in general; 
(2) FGX and FKX (which thus coincide) if X is compact Hausdorff. 
We will go on to conclude FGX exists and is Hausdorff or all completely 
regular Hausdorff X. 
Let .X9’ denote a space homeomorphic to X consisting of elements 
x-l for x E X. Let X0 denote X 1Je A?‘, the one-point union with e = e-l. 
Let x”o =x0 Xk . . . X, X0 (n factors; recall that if X is compact Hausdorff, 
this is the ordinary topological product). I[mbed ax”0 inXnO+l by 
xt + _q x (e} c X;+l and let X* denote the union Uz=,XJ. Let A be 
closed in X* if A is relatively closed in each X,J (A n X0” is closed in x0”). 
aearly .each PO is contained as a closed subset of’X* and so by Lemma 
1.4(a), X* is a i2 k-space. (If X is compact Hausdorff, X*. is a k,-space). 
Now define a map i : X* + .FX by r(xil, . . . . x?) = x:1, . ..) x2 (ei = 4 1). 
Let T denote the quotient topology on FX; i.e. A c FX is closed when- 
ever i”(A) is closed in X*. It will sometimes help to let 3 contain the 
unique empty string G ), setting d( ) = e and making appropriate conven- 
tions on inclusions, products, and so on. 
operties of (FX, 7) 
mma 3.1. (FX, 7) has the weak topdogy as the union of {ej = i(2) C 
i(Xh, c i(.@ c i(Xi) c . . . . 
oof. Let A n i(Xz) be closed in 
is closed in 0”; but it is equal to i 
) for each N. Then i”‘l(A n i( y”o)) n X$ 
toA maps toA (1 i 
) n X0” (since an. eleme3 
)), so each i”‘(A) fl I]yn is ~10s 
in (FX, a). o 
t show that i-‘(A ) is closed in X*, i.e., that i--‘(A) n 
for A1 n. If 0 < n G m, i-‘(A) f7 X0 = i-$41 ) f7 (Xr f7 
) n PO9 the intersection of two closed sets in X*. Thus 
closed in X*, and thus in F, for n < m, and in particular 
r’orn=:mandn==m- P 1. Now suppose i- (A) n PO and i-l(A) fl PO+’ 
are clotsed, n + 2 > m, and proceed by inducticx i-$4 ) (1 PO’2 is the 
union of (1) finitely many copies of i-l(A) f7 A;+‘; a typical injection 
f2 : i-‘(A) n PQ+l-+ i-l(A) n Po’z 
isf2(aT, a?, a,_, , aT+!l) = (Q& e, df, . . . , dz~+~l) (there are n + 2 platxs 
where e can be inserted and the n -t 2 images are clearly closed in Az’2); 
together with the union of (2) finitely many copies of the closed set 
(rC_l(A) n q> X, &; a typical injection is 
g, : (i--$4) R Xi) x, x0 + i-‘(A) n xy2 
given by g3((a’,l, #..) *l a?), x )= (ail, Q$ x *l , 9~’ +l, ae3 3 ) . . . . a?). There are 
n + 1 @aces where (;\cfr., xrl) can be inserted; that the image in each case 
is closed follows easily from Lemma i .3(d) and the fact that the product 
of closed sets is closed in the topolog&l product and hence in the k-prod- 
uct. (We remark that in the case when X is compact Hausdorff, it is rou- 
tine that each seat in (1) &and (2) is compact and henoe closed in X$+2S,) 
This union (( I ) and (2;)) includes all of i-l(A) (B PO+2 since rrny word 
representing an element Iof A can be reduced to a word of at most . 
m (< n + 2) 1:etters. Thus each i-r(A) n X0 is closed, and A is closed in 
the quotient (FJY, 7). [13 
Corollary 3.3. (FX, r) is T,; each i(q) ii~ clo& in (FX, 7); each map 
i : Xf + i(G) i3 a quotient msp. 
Proof. (e} is clo!;ed in (FX, 7) since i-l(e) n X6 = {e} is cksed in X& If 
w # 9, write w a~ xTB . . . . x2 where no xt is e, er,c?h q = f: 3) gd if xi=xi+l 
then q = ‘i’+l . Then w E i(q), and i-l(w) n q =: {(xii, . . . . ~25, which 
is lclosed in Xr , :;o {w} is cl.osed in (FX, 7). i(Xp) is closed in (FX, ~1 
she i-l i&f) f7 X0”, = X0” is closed in X0”. i : Xr + i(X$) is a quo- 
tient map since if A C i(XT) and. i-l ) is closed in 
(RX, r) and thus in i(Xr). 0 
logy induced on the subset i 
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oaf. i(Po) is a quotient of a k- ace, hence a &space. X* is a t2 k-space 
by Lemma W(b), SQ its quotient FX is a k=spaqx. As s(x”,) is a chxed 
ace of (IT, r), 
j x, i(Xk,) + (FX 7)X* (FX, 7) 
is a clcsed inclusion, so by Lemma I.2 (i), so is 
j x, i(X”o, + (I?& 7) Xk (15X, 7). cl 
Recall p : Fx X FX + 67X is the algebraic map p(g, h) = g/z-? We first 
cor&ider8 its restriction to i(Pe) X i(x”o>. 
oposition 3.5. p : i(Xn,) X, i(X$ + ‘(x”o’5 is contiPztrotcs. 
r,q -em 9 -* 
X, xk, + Po+k by p’((@, esr, gf? ), (hp, . . . . hr)) = 
W ? ..‘I lCf* nk I l **? hi ‘3). This is a homeomorphism. In the commutative 
diagrzm 
the vertical map on each side is a quotient map (i’ = i X i is a quotient 
map by Lemma 1.3 (c)j, so p is continuous. (If B is closed in i(Xt+k>, 
p’-l ioL(B) = i’-lpml(B) is closed, SO P-~(B) is closed). 0 - 
ositio~~ 3.6. p : (Fx, r) X k (FX, r) + (FX, 7) is continuous. 
r) be closed; we must show ~‘$3) compactly closed. 
sdorff and d, : C + (,#?X, r) X k (FX, 7) is continuous, 
arl 6 #J(C) C j(*,j for some n by Lemma 1.4(e). Similarly V2 0 9(C) C i(Xj) 
w, as p restricted to ivy”d) X k i(xk,) 
is closed: so 
(B) fI #(C)j = ~‘lCp-f(B) n [i(q) Xk $,X$1) 
-l(B) is compactly closed and thus 
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be Q t, k4puce and (FX, 7) the flee 
e E X as identity) with the topology T as constructed in Sec&Ym 2. 
]I is a t2 k-group; 
(2) (FX, 7’1 is the (Gmev) free k-group FKX; hence FKX exists, is a21 
is c’,-ebraical& FX, and contairzs as a closed subset. 
oaf. By Proposition 3.6, (FX# r) is a kq0u.p. It is T1 by ColroUtiry 3.3 
and hence tz by Lemma 1.3(e). By Corohary 3.3, i : Xi + i(@ c (FX, 7) 
is a quotient map. Since i is one-to-one on Xh, it is zd homeornorptism of 
X& onto the closed subset i(Xi) of (FX9 7). Considering X as a lelostid 
subset of X0 = Xi, X is hornelomorphic to the clo3ied subset i(X) c cE;x, 7) 
as desired. All th.at remains to be shown is that if ,if : X + @ is ;a. contin- 
uous map of X to a k-group G, with f (e) = e, ther the unique algebraic 
extension p: (FJ, 7) + G is continuous. Clearly t’;ll;,e natural extension 
off to a mai> X0 + G is continuous, as is each PC + G (by an obviouis 
extension of :Lt=mrna 1.3(g)). Thus the extension f * : X* -)c G is con- 
tinuous ‘Lerlma 1.4(d)) and slince i : X* + (FX, 7) is a quotient andi. 
fi = f *I f is continuous. Cl 
To avoid unduly complicating the proof of Theorem 4.3, Theorem 4.2 
is stated only for compact FIausdorff spaces. In the next section we ~5 
extend it to k,-spaces. 
Theorem 4.2. Let X be u compact Hausdorff spuc~ and (R?‘, 7) the: f;iree 
group on X (with e E X as identity) with the topology? T W’poduced in 
Section 2. 7’hm 
(1 Jo (FX, 7) is a Hausdorff t~poZ~gi~al group and a k,-spme; 
0 2 is the (Graev) free top&g&l group FGX; hence .FGX 
exists, u&rff, is aZgebraictzlZy FX, and contaim X us a closed SM 
of. By Theorem 4.1, (FX, 7) is a tz k-space. Since each X$ l 
usdorff, each i(PO) is compact I-Iausdorff by L’em 
Lemma 3.1, (17x, 7) is a k,,-space, and by Lemmu 1.4(b), it is 
Now by Lemma 1.4(&oEIY, 7) Xk (FX, 7) = (FX, 7) 
Proposition 3.6, @?X, 7) i:s a aOpolo@cal group. 
is identical to the c 
emma 1.3 (f) instea 
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now are able to conclude FGX exists for all completely 
EIausdorff spaces. 
3. Let X be a oompletely regular Hausdorff space. Then FGX 
regular 
exists@ is algebraically h;=;y, is k?#ausdorffj and contains X as a closed subset. 
mf. There is an indusionf : X + /3X, where @X is the Stone-Tech 
compactification of X [2]. Form FGPX as in Theorem 4.2, and c::xtend 
f algebraically to an injection f ; FX + FG@X. Topologize FX as a subset 
of FG&K aearly this is a Hausdorff group topology on FX containing 
X in its original topology as a closed sub:& (X = i@X) n FX in FGPX); 
the finest such topology is the topology of FGX. 0 
e remark that even in. very simple cases, there is no reason to expect 
the topology induced on P’GX by FGflX to be fine enough to be the free 
topological group topology; compare the example in [S ] where ii t is 
shown that the subgroup of FG[ 0, I] generated by (0, 1) C [ 0, 1 ] is not 
FG(0, 1). 
It would be of interest to know whether a Hausdorff k-space always 
generates aHausdorff free k-group. We cannot: answer this, but ‘cjbserve: 
4.4. If X is a completely regular Hausdmff’k-space, then FKX 
is Hawdorff 
oof. FGX exists by Theoren; 4-3 and is Hausdorff. By Lemma 1.3(h), 
kFGX is a k-group topology on FX i;,l!‘lich contains X as a closed subspace. 
by LemAma 1.2(i). The finest such topolqu is that of FKX; since it is 
finer than the topology of FGX, it is Hausdorff. U 
V.S. Thomas has recently [ 161 improved Theorem 4.3, clarFyi.ng 
at happens if the hypotheses on X are weakened, .&F’GX still exists but 
contains X as a closed subspace if and only if X eom,pletely 
and is Hausdorff if and only if X is functionally 
rega& T,, 
coincide. 
If C is a subset of X containing the identity &, then C& Ct an 
defined as X/J and so on were in Se IfXisat2k 
usdorff, Co” is a compact rff subspace o
oven by talcing topological products and appl:yirig Lemma 
a 5.1 e Let X be a t2 k-space and FKX its free. k-group. A subset 
A of FKX is closed in FKX if and only if A 17 i(Co”, is closed in i(C/j) 
(i-l(A) is closed in Co”) for every n and every compact Hausdorff C c X 
containing e. 
Proof. If A is dosed in FKX, it is closed in each i(X$ and hen;re in each 
compact i(C,“) C: i(X[). Conversely, let A be closed in each i(C$); we 
must show i’l(A) is compactly dosed in each X3. By Lemma 1.2(h), it 
will suffice to show f- ‘(A) is closed in each compact Hausdorff D c X8. 
The projections of D onto each of the n factors of X$ are compact 
Hausdorff spacets L9,, . ..) I),. For each Di, let 
Df = Di n X, 0; = (x E X I x-l E Di) 
(D; is homeomolphic to .Di Tp X-l). Let 
C=D;uD;‘u...uD;wD,-. 
Clearly C is COmpM Hausdorff (by Lemma 1.1 (g), since exh Dt and 
Dt is) and CO contains D, LJ . . . U D,, so D C CJ. But i-$4) is relatively 
closed in C[, so su.rely it rs relatively closed in D c C& eclmpleting the 
proof. 0 
Theomn 5.2. If X Ls a k,-space, then FKX is the (Craev) Ike topological 
group FGX and is a km-space. 
Proof X is the ascending union of an ascending sequemze of compact 
subspaces Xn, n ;Z 1 9 wit.3h this weak topology. :%t ra X=X, w {e); 
then since X is Haus3orff (Lemma :1.4(b)),.,X is compact Hausdorff 
in fact X is the weak. union of the n X, n 3 ‘1. (For details (Df the, manipu 
tion of k,-spaces, set: [6].) We shah show that NKX is the we& union 
the compact Ha,usdorff subspaces i&X)$, n > 1. . 
is closed in FKX, it clearly has closed intersection with e:a 
i((,X)@. Now suppose A has closeC1 intersecticxn 
mma S. 1, it will suffice to show r4 has close& intersec 
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fiw avers 152 > 1 and every compact Hausdorff C c AT” Fix m and C. 
PX for some p 3 1. Letting n = max(m, p), 6;y is a 
so A n i(CO”> =A n i(o$ n i(q) is closed as de- 
sired. 
’ Hence FKX is a k,-space, and thus FKX Xk PK.. = FKX X t EM, so 
FKX is a topological group, The proof that maps X + G extend tc) maps 
J’KX + G is as in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. CI 
Propositions 5.3 and 5.4 will be useful in the sequel [ 121 to this paper, 
They, together with Lemma 5.1, result from correspondence with 
E. c’. Nummela. 
_ _qaosition 53, Let X be a t2 k-spa@ and C be ca compm H~usd~fj- 
subspace containing the basep&t. Then the subgroup of FKX genrerated 
by f.% FKCand is closed in FKX. Further, Q subset A of FA#Z is cfoscd 
if ami OH& ifit has closed intersection with each such FKC 
OOB. Since the inclusion map C+ X is continuous, so is the extejlsion 
FKC + FKX. We must show that if A is a closed subset of FKC, it is 
closed in FKX, Since A is closed in FKC, i-‘(A) n Ci is closed in Cf 
(henoe compact Hausdorff) for each n; note that it is immaterial whether 
we are talking about i’l(,4) using the map i : Ct + FE, or using ,i:he 
restnlction of the map i : X{ + FKX to C$ c PO, since the product 
top&gy 0.n C’t and the subspace topology on Ct c x0” coincide (this is 
obvic&y true if x”e is i&en to be an n-fold topologjcal product, so it is 
true ibr the k-space product by Lemma 2 (ij). Hence! A n i( 
pact Hisusdorff and thus closed in FKX. Let D be any compact Ha:c.lsdorff 
subset of X containing e. Then 
A CT ,i(Po ) = (A n i(C:)) 57 i(pO) 
is the intersection of two closed su sets of FKX and is closed, Thus by 
mma 5. II, A is closed in FKX ZIS desired. Hence FKC --) FKX is a. homeo- 
. If X is a completdy regular Hatmiorff space 
ce containing the basepdnt, then the subgm 
generated by C is FGC amI in closed in FGX. 
oof. As albcwe, the map FGC ’ + FGX is continuous. Further, the com- 
posite 
coincides with the map 
which is a closed inclusion by Proposition 5.3. Thus if A is closed in . 
FGC, f (A ) == g-l (gf(A )) = g-‘(gf(A )) is closed m FGX zs desired. e3 
The situations of Propositions 5.3 and 5.4 are more distinct than may 
appear; it is no accident hat Proposition 5.3 required Lemma 5.1 and 
Proposition 5.4 did not. We will see in the sequel [ 121 that Lemma 5.1, 
and the last statement of Proposition 5.3,..may be false for FGX even 
when X is a k-space. In fact, it wi;; suffice to produce a compl~::tely re-
gular Hausdorff k-space X for which FGX is not. a k-space; for ,if FGX 
had its topology determined by the compact subsets i(CJ) of Lemma 5.1, 
or by the k,-space subsets MC= FGC of Proposition 5.3, it would 
necessarily be a k-space. 
If X is a t2 k-space, X = colim C where C runs through the compact 
Hausdorff subsets of X. As the fun.ctor FK(C+ FK~J is left adjoint to 
the forgetful functor, it preserves colimits. (This was pointed out to\ me 
by Nummela). Hence FKX = colim FKC, and Proposition 53 tells us 
that in this case this is not only a colimit in the category of k-groups but 
a straightforward topological cohrnit. If X is also a completely regular 
Hausdorff space, we similarly have FGX = colim FGC (with FGC= 
but the colimit is now in the category of topological groups and fails in 
general to be a colimit of topological spaces. 
oaf of Lemma 1.3(c). 
Lemma 1.3(c) is stated without proof in [8] and proven ( 
when all the spaces involved are HausdorfQi in [ 114, eorem 
here sketch the proof of the general case (without separation axioms). 
are k-spaces and f 
. Step 1. It is observed in [ 141 that it is sufficient ILO con- 
sider the special case when Y = Y’ and g is the tity map 1 : HI-+ Y. 
s the special case when 
a k-space, but no sep- 
aration axiom ds needed fur X. 
f C Is a compact ausdorff space and B is any k-space, l&en 
A!? [l, Theorem 2.11]. 
now show that for arbitrary k-spaces X, X’, and Y such that 
+ X’ is an (onto) quotient, f x 1 = x x k Y + x’ xk Y is a qwtient. 
C x’ Xk iy be such that (f X l)-‘(A) is closed in X X, Y. It will 
suffice to show that A is compactly closed in X’ X, E Given #I : C-+X’X,Y, 
define n,@ : C+ X’, n2@ : C-, Y, and 8 = W# x n2g, : CX C+ X’$ Y. 
Let Q! : C+ (C X C be the diagonal map d(c) = (c, c); then &I = 9. We must 
show #-‘(A ]I clcsed in C, to do this, it will suffice to show @l(A ) closed 
in C 1% C 
Let e be the subspace of C Xk X given by 6= ((c, x) I ?T#(c) = f(x)) 
andlretpi : t+ Candpz: c -9 X be the ptojections. Then p1 is a quo- 
tient map ((7 Xk A’= CX, X by Step ::, and p1 is onto since f is onto), 
and ( 2) clr:bmmutes : 
(2) 4 P:r x n2Q, 
I i 
++ x n2# 
xX$-- fxl ‘x’x,Y 
QW since (~3 1]-$4) is closed in X Xk Y, 
(p, x 7r~~)_l(f x 1)-l(A) = (p, x 1)-1&-1(A), 
in tXk c Since pl X 1 is a quotient map by step 1, @‘(A)1 is 
closed, completing the proof. 
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